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About This Game

Wanderlust Adventures is an online, free-roaming, open world, action adventure RPG. Aspiring adventurers are summoned to
prevent the return of an ominous force, and restore unity to the world of Valandria. Join fellow heroes online, explore vast and

deadly landscapes, and capture companions to aid you in your quest. Forge powerful items, salvage artifacts, and crush the souls
of menacing foes, as you journey into the darkness to become a hero of legend.

Wanderlust Adventures is a standalone experience, taking place in the imaginative Wanderlust universe. Get ready for an online
experience unlike any other.

KEY FEATURES

A 1-4 Player Online Co-op Free-Roam Action-Adventure game

Balanced for Single Player with scaling difficulty as more players join in co-op
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A massive, procedurally-generated world to explore

Dynamic Events help sculpt a new adventure each time you play

4 character classes, each with 14 or more skills to unlock and advance

65 enemies to battle (with 10 dungeon bosses and 8 random-encounter mini-bosses)

Randomized loot is complemented by collectible crafting options for more powerful gear and jewelry

Fishing, Mining and Slot-Machine mini-games

A day/night cycle which impacts gameplay

Epic Mode : A difficulty setting designed to challenge groups of high-level players

Companions : Nearly every enemy can be collected, hired and leveled up!

MUSIC & AUDIO DESIGN BY

Chris Christodoulou - Music Composer for Risk of Rain

Power Up Audio - Audio Design for Darkest Dungeon, Crypt of the Necrodancer

ADDITIONAL HEROES

Anyone who also owns Wanderlust: Rebirth on Steam will unlock the original 8 heroes (to choose from) during character
creation!

PRESENTED BY
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Jogo extremamente conceituado & divertido , autoridade maxima tem que comprar esse jogo. A very enjoyable game. While it's
good in singleplayer, it definately is better in multiplayer. I enjoy doing so with no pets so it's a bit more challenging!. You
should pick this game up. It's fun with or without friends. Love the art style and gameplay.. unable to get into game. 
http://puu.sh/jB0NE/a0f64ad878.jpg. I've only played this a couple of hours so far with a friend, but we have had a blast! So
long as it keeps on delivering, I would highly recommend this game. :-) I got this during the 2017 Summer Sale and it was
definitely worth it. Keep in mind, you can't leave an area, if your co-op partner dies while fighting. xD Don't let that deter you
though! IT's an awesome game. :-)

Update: The game took a friend and I about 10 hours to complete. We both like a good hack 'n slash with dungeons and loot.
This game was a great short game. You can replay it on harder difficulties just like you could in the Diablo games. We ended up
both using the Crusader and by the time we had to fight the last boss, more or less just steam rolled through him. xD It was on
one of the easier difficulties, though.. This games quests are nothing but a copy pasted format of fetch quest, fetch quest, fetch
quest, boss battle, repeat.
The mages fighting almost style demands the you stay away from the baddies, while the other three class's are just reskins of
eachother with different skills. Suffice it to say, I did not enjoy playing this game and I think of it as the dark past of the
creaters of starbound. Also the ending is super anti climactic.. 1. Player speed is based on FPS. Enemy speed is not.
2. Game runs at the speed of a paraplegic without a wheelchair.. cute lil game.. This game teached me alot of things.
1. If you dont follow the cool guy you will be kicked in the nuts.
2. If your weak no worries! Just act like your strong and mighty... Just dont get in a fight.
3. If your a man with a stick and have a beard you will be automaticly be called a wizard.. I got this game just before release. I
have put about 8hrs into the game at this review. The game plays very well and has a deep sense of adventure built into it. There
is a main story that will take you through the game however you are really losing out if you dont just go on an adventure. Take
the time and explore with a friend or 3. This game is worth the cost and much much more!!
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I bought it on a whim and its actually a lot of fun. Going to play it with the wife, seems like a game that is a lot fun with
buddies.. I wanted so badly to like this game, but I can't. The player base was non-existant after about two and a half weeks from
launch and playing this game solo is just not fun. This game is dead and just not worth your time.. Very enjoying to play
multiplayer with friends.

My only complain complaint is that (from what I know) you can't change hair/skin color, only the color of your armor.. Myself
and two other friends bought and downloaded this game, and they have a multiplayer option on their menu screens and they can
save their characters. The game looked really cool.

I CANNOT, SAVE, MY CHARACTER... I hover over save, I press space, and there is no save file of my character.
I can play the game as that character that I made but I cant load them back up, and if I change characters ingame to a new
character my non-saved character dissapears, and I cant continue the game.

I CANNOT join a multiplayer game, This is my menu screen after loading the game [and re-installing again to try and fix?]
[https://gyazo.com/4e7a98e614e4cc2c76cc8f3da8b7b063]

Can't save, can't play with my friends. I have windows 10, they dont.

please fix?. Over 200 hours played for this game, definitely a recommended title if you enjoy skill-based combat and rpg
elements. Variety of things to do, and the Rebirth factor allows for some replayability too.. i've only played about an hour of this
but, this game is great. It may lack a lot of story but the charisma the game has and the well crafted ambiance does great things
for nostalgia. the combat is active and can become rewarding if you've some skill to bring to the table. I strongly suggest anyone
buy this game.. this game is my new addiction. my only concern is there arent any tutorials that i could find but the controls are
simple enough that you can figure them out
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